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Head of Academy's Message
Whole School Attendance: 96%

Dear Parents / Carers, 

This week at Willow Green it has all been about our Safety strand of
ASPIRE. As you know, each of our ASPIRE elements help us to focus our
pupils’ personal development. Our children always astound us with how
sensible and independent they are with regards to safety and this was
once again demonstrated this week. 

On Tuesday we had a visit from the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue
Service who talked to the children about bonfire night and fire safety.
The children learned all about the important elements of the fireworks
code and how to keep themselves and others safe. One of the most
pleasing elements of this amazing visit was the feedback that I was
given by the fire crew who came in for the session. They talked about
the positive engagement of our children, the knowledge they had
about personal safety and the overall manners and behaviour of our
pupils. As Head of Academy, this feedback is always really pleasing to
hear - the pupils really are a credit to our school. 

Have a great weekend

Mr Parkinson
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Year 3
Weekly Attendance: 98%
Week seven out of eight complete in Year 3. This week we
have studied different poems as it is poetry week across
Willow Green. We have discussed which ones we preferred
from narrative poems and acrostic poems to nonsense
poems. In art we have continued to use our crosshatching
skills to create collage style art. I can't wait to put some of
them up in our classroom! We have also conducted our first
scientific investigation this week where we looked at which
absorbs more water, compost or a sand/compost mixture. 

Year 1
Weekly Attendance: 98%
Year One, have been very busy this week
preparing for Halloween. We have been on a
Halloween trail! We discovered lots of spooky
creatures including a skeleton, vampire and a
very scary spider! We looked closely at them
and found adjectives to describe them
carefully. Then we wrote a story about a walk
around a very spooky haunted house! We had
some wonderful sentences like, ‘First, I met a
vicious vampire prowling around the house.’
This week, we have also complete our
geography learning journey by creating maps
of our Academy. We used photos to place all
the features and then created symbols to
represent each feature. We hope that Year 6
will enjoy using them to follow our routes!

Online-Safety
This week's topic is all around Smart Speakers and what you can do to support your

children in using them safely. Scan the QR code for the article and resources
Parents' Guide to Technology | Safer Internet Centre

Year 2
Weekly Attendance: 91%
This week we caried out an experiment! It was important to make
sure it was a fair test by using the same equipment and the same
amount of water each time. We decided that bamboo would be the
most effective and environmentally friendly material for a straw and
we wrote letters to the Shard explaining our findings. We have also
been writing ‘London is’ poems as part of our school poetry week.
To cool down at the end of our PE lesson, we played our own
version of Duck Duck Goose – Willow Willow Green!

 
 

EYFS
Weekly Attendance: 92%
EY MAKATON SIGNERS OF THE WEEK:   FS1 - Marnie  FS2 - Elliott
This week in EY we have enjoyed learning about
numbers. We started the week exploring number 1 and
throughout the week we have found how to represent
numbers in different ways and what numbers look like.
We have also enjoyed some lovely autumnal afternoons
out in our outdoor area. In Talk 4 Write, we have
created our own front covers for our own stories about
our families and built our sentences to describe who
the characters are.

                                   

https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/parents-and-carers/parents-guide-technology


Year 5
Weekly Attendance: 94%
Year 5 has had an outstanding week of learning and
exploration. In maths, we've shifted our focus to
multiplication, diving into factors and multiples,
broadening our mathematical knowledge. In our
reading sessions, our book club discussions have
been a highlight, with students contributing fantastic
ideas and making intriguing predictions about the
next chapters of our story. As we continue our
journey through "Kensuke's Kingdom," our emphasis
has been on refining our retrieval skills, ensuring a
deep understanding of the narrative. In Geography,
we've been using atlases to locate and discover
fascinating facts about the capital cities of Europe,
broadening our global knowledge. Additionally,
during our computing sessions, students have tapped
into their creativity by designing their own
webpages. It's been a week of growth, creativity,
and curiosity, and we're excited to see what the next
week has in store for us!

Year 4
Weekly Attendance: 98%
This week in writing we have completed our hot writes about
our wardrobe portal stories to a winter wonderland with great
success. We have started to explore the world of poetry and
have experimented writing poems about ourselves using
different styles of poetry (rhyming, Kennings, acrostic and
narrative). In DT, we have been learning how to use Computer
Aided Design (CAD), for building the nets of shapes which are
then be put together using flaps we accurately placed on our
nets to produce usable shell packaging. Although tricky to start
with, Year 4 showed great resilience and were able to
successfully create a net which will be evaluated next week.
In History, we have watched a video re-enacting the Lindisfarne
Raid the first recorded raid by the Vikings in the UK, we had
great fun re-enacting the battle, ready to create comic strips
of the event next week!

Year 6
Weekly Attendance: 98%
In maths, we are currently focusing on mastering long division.
This fundamental skill is a crucial building block for more
advanced math concepts. The class have enthusiastically
tackled the tricky concept. We used the concept in some real-
life long division scenarios, such as dividing money allowance or
rationing food for pets. This week, we are delving into the world
of poetry! We used poetry to allow students to express their
thoughts and ideas in a creative and imaginative manner. We
encouraged the class to explore different forms of poetry,
experiment with words, and let their creativity flow. In our music
lesson, students are learning to play simple pieces of music on
the guitar. This hands-on approach to music not only cultivates
a love for the arts but also enhances fine motor skills and
coordination. Be prepared to be serenaded at home!

Wil low Green Academy considers the welfare of al l  our  pupi ls  to be of great importance and we hope that parents are conf ident
about their  chi ldren’s  health and safety whi lst  in  our  academy. We wi l l  a lways t ry  to share any concerns we have with parents.

However ,  there are t imes when we are legal ly  obl iged to share our concerns with other agencies ,  without f i rst  speaking to
parents ,  or  without the consent of  parents.  The safety and protect ion of our  pupi ls  is  our  most important concern and we wish to
reassure you that any shar ing of information is  done with the chi ldren’s  best  interest  at  heart .  I f  you have any concerns about the
welfare or  safety of  any chi ld in our  school ,  the Designated Chi ld Protect ion Off icer  is  Miss L  Walker .  In  her  absence,  you should
contact Mr C Park inson.  They can be contacted through the main off ice.  The academy has a duty to inform parents that there is

a prohibit ion on report ing or  publ ish ing detai ls  ( including on social  media)  that could ident i fy  anyone who is  subject to an
al legat ion.

The Government have launched a new website aimed at parents ,  teachers and school  leaders to give pract ical  advice on
protect ing young people f rom extremism and radical isat ion.  This  was launched by the Educat ion Secretary and contains

information which address many quest ions / issues faced by parents and chi ldren.  

The website can be found at www.educateagainsthate.com


